
Lincoln Avenue Academy Visual Art Lessons 

Designed by Julie Stone, M.Ed 

 

K – 5 will be required to complete 3 works of Art with a 3 sentence written 

or recorded Artist Statement and upload it to ClassDojo. 

Each lesson was designed to be fun for all ages, thoughtful, and entertaining.  You may 

modify any lesson to meet your needs, just communicate with me if you have any issues 

via email at julie.stone@polk-fl.net. I challenge you to be as creative as you would like 

to be.  

Each Assignment and Artist Statement will be due every two weeks. See below: 

Both Due by April 10th Both Due By April 24th Both Due by May 1st 

o Squaring the Circle 
Challenge Artwork 

o Squaring the Circle 
Challenge Artist Statement 

 

o Positive Negative Shadow 
Artwork 

o Positive Negative Shadow 
Artist Statement 

 

o Still Life at Home Sketch  
o Still Life at Home Artist 

Statement 
 

Rubric for Artwork:  

 

Rubric for Artist Statement (4 PTS): 

 

 

mailto:julie.stone@polk-fl.net
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Squaring the Circle Challenge from an Elementary point of view 

Artwork and Artist Statement due by April 10th in Class Dojo 

 

Artist Leonardo da Vinci was intrigued by the ancient Greek Mathematician Hippocrates, 

squaring the circle.  A complex geometry equation that affects the circle and the square.  

In elementary terms, lets draw, build, arrange, design different patterns using only 

circles and squares. Very similar to da Vinci. 

 

 

Leonardo da Vinci, Codex Atlanticus, folio 471. Squaring the circle, graphic research 

A Geo ruler is a ruler that makes circle; but, let us be creative. Your challenge will be to find objects of 

circles and squares around the house that you can trace. See what kind of patterns you can make by 

overlapping the shapes just like da Vinci. After you have drawn your favorite design, then add patterns 

and colors of your choice.  

Your design should be original and reflect your personality. When you have completed your artwork 

write your artist statement to compliment your work do not forget to include the highlighted 

vocabulary words. 

Vocabulary: Pattern, Overlapping, Unity 

Materials: Paper, pencil, found objects of circles and squares. Your choice of color tool: crayons, 

markers, watercolors, sidewalk chalk… 
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Resources:  

Uploaded Teacher made PPT 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZaGCUeSQAM – A Fun Video that shows how a carpenter draws 

a Circle with a Square 

Definition of Patten: 

 
Definition of Unity 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZaGCUeSQAM
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Positive Negative Shadow Art 

Artwork and Artist Statement due by April 24th in Class Dojo 

This lesson enhances the understanding positive and negative space through shadows. The positive is 

the shadow and the negative is the space around the shadow. This is a fun lesson that can be done at 

different times of the day since the sun creates different shadows as the Earth rotates around the sun.  

 

This is a fun and incredible shadow art video the entire family will enjoy. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czWjRopXCFo  

 

Shadow Tracing is fun and easy. As you are tracing the shadow you will notice complex shapes that are 

not your typical geometric shapes. You will discover organic shapes. Organic shapes are… 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=czWjRopXCFo
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Vocabulary: Positive Space, Negative Space, Organic Shapes 

Materials:   Option #1 - Paper, pencil, you can use one color of marker, crayon, watercolor.  

  Option #2 You can draw with chalk on the pavement and take a photo. 

When you have completed your artwork write your artist statement to compliment your work do not 

forget to include the highlighted vocabulary words. 

Definition for Positive and Negative Space 
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Still Life Sketch 

Artwork and Artist Statement due by May 1th in Class Dojo 

All students have been learning how to see objects by recognizing simple lines, shapes as well as letter 

recognition. Students will be required to find at least 3 objects and arrange them together with little 

space between and sketch their design. To sketch means to draw lightly and it does not need to be 

perfect. See the video to show how to sketch a still life.   

 

How to draw an apple: this is a sketching video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LdmqR2qwCYo 

For the older students: 

Video about sketching – how soft or hard you press with your pencil: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WR-

FyUQc6I&list=RDCMUCDQNp22J8fGKdMytv0s3Zgg&start_radio=1&t=13 

Fast video on sketching: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bKKff0TXJR0 

 

Vocabulary: Still Life, shapes, value colors 

Materials: paper, pencil, …  

 

Definition of Still Life 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LdmqR2qwCYo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WR-FyUQc6I&list=RDCMUCDQNp22J8fGKdMytv0s3Zgg&start_radio=1&t=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WR-FyUQc6I&list=RDCMUCDQNp22J8fGKdMytv0s3Zgg&start_radio=1&t=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bKKff0TXJR0
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Definition of Value Scale: 

 


